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 The Modern Library—

We are inspired by the noble heritage of our public libraries and we recognize the powerful role of the library in the lives of individuals and its 

importance as a community resource.

The modern library interior must be multi-functional and meet the diverse needs of the staff  and public. We off er products to fulfill all of those 

needs. We strive to design exemplary products that make us proud to be part of such communities. 

Libraries represent the civic pride of the communities that support them and which they serve. Like librarians, we too understand and respect 

the importance of community and individuality. Our products are innately expressive and off er many options to tailor them to the uniqueness 

and beauty of any library interior. We build and design products around our company values: timeless design, natural materials, durability and 

quality. All of our products are made in Michigan.

TMC serves the librarian’s mission, to keep the distribution of knowledge in their community alive and well, so the library remains a place where 

serendipity happens and curiosity can flourish.

 An Amazing Sense of Place
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Who We Are

We are a dedicated group of artists, woodworkers and engineers who are passionate about 

making furniture that is strong in design and craft. Furniture that will stand the test of time both 

visually and in quality. From backgrounds in fine art painting to theater design and illustration, 

our team is an eclectic mix of talent and passion. We are loyal to the basic tenets of good design, 

which begins when pencil meets paper in a sketchbook. We value quality craftsmanship and 

innovation. Our factory, located in Grand Rapids, where all of our furniture is proudly made, 

has over a century of combined experience, many of our team there are second and third 

generation woodworkers. We care deeply about providing well-built, well-engineered products 

that inspire and delight and are proud members of USGBC and BIFMA.

Michigan Made

artists
woodworkers
engineers
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Collections 
Seating + Table
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Eisenhow-
er Collec-
tion

Eisenhower Collection
The Eisenhower Collection has timeless appeal. The turned solid wood legs 

and dramatic stance carry grace and proportion. Chairs available in walnut, 

ash, maple, or laminate shells. Upholstered seat pad and full pad options offer 

added functionality.  The Collection includes tables, carrels and lounge.
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Eisenhower Collection
A wide range of finish colors makes specifying this table a snap.  Edge 

styles include: laminate, vinyl t-mold, maple and plywood edgebanding  

and solid wood edge. See our Price List for full shape and size offerings. 

The Eisenhower Tables are 29" high. Also pictured, Wheatland Carrel with 

Eisenhower leg. 
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Eisenhower - Child
The Eisenhower Child Chair is available in 16" seat height. 
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Eisenhower - Child
The Eisenhower Table is available in 26" high work surface. 

Also pictured, the coordinating Wheatland Carrel with Eisenhower leg.
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Verna Chair - Child
The Verna Child Chair adds a modern, playful approach to mid-century 

design. The gentle curved shell and the turned solid wood legs invite 

colorful contrast, balancing the soft curve with the aggressive stance. 

Upholstered seat pads offer further functionality.

Verna - Chair
The Verna Child Chair is available in 16" seat height. 
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Flick Collection
The lines of the Flick chair are appealingly modern and simple. The steel rod sled base 

supports a molded plywood shell. The base finish may be specified in black, white, chrome, 

or selected from any of TMC’s powder coat colors. The Flick stacks ten high and is ideal 

for use in cafeterias, schools, universities, libraries and o£ices.  An upholstered seat pad is 

available on all Flick Chairs, including the bar and counter stools. An ImPrinted option and 

task chair is also available. 
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Flick Collection
The Flick Table is sleek and modern. The three steel rods in each leg cre-

ate visual interest and structure. A wide variety of powder coat finishes are 

available. Top surfaces are offered in laminate or maple veneer. Edge styles 

include: laminate, vinyl t-mold, maple and plywood edgebanding  

and solid wood edge. See our Price List for full shape and size offerings.

The Flick Tables are 29” high. Also pictured, Wheatland Carrel with Flick leg.
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Flick Child Chair
Two chair back shapes, square and arc, that stack up to 10 high, provide a 

versatile seating group. Optional upholstered seat pad and matching tables 

available. ImPrinted and Perimeter options add a playful and fun touch.
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Flick Child Collection
The Flick Child Table is offered in laminate or maple veneer tops. Edge 

styles include: laminate, vinyl t-mold, maple and plywood edgebanding  

and solid wood edge. See our Price List for full shape and size offerings.

The Flick Child Tables are 25” high. Also pictured, Wheatland Carrel with 

Flick leg. 
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Mady Chair
Comfortable and easy, the Mady Chair comes fully upholstered 

in your choice of fabric or vinyl and stacks 10 high. The base 

finish may be specified in black, white, chrome or selected from 

any of TMC’s powder coat colors. 
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The Mady Chairs have a comfortable upholstered shell and sleek 

metal sled base—perfect for children’s rooms. Offer pops of color 

for a library reading room, in the hospital waiting room, or in the 

classroom. Legs available in any of TMC’s standard and semi-

custom powder coats or chrome.  Stacks up to 10 high. 

Mady Child Chair
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Kestrel Collection
Elegant, sturdy and classic, the Kestrel Collection offers a blend of 

the best of traditional solid wood furniture design and clean styl-

ing.  Ideal for many applications, including dining, library, or o£ice. 

Upholstered seat pad is also available. 
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Kestrel Collection
The Kestrel Table is a classic design with a North American solid maple leg 

that is squared and tapered. A wide range of finish colors makes specifying 

this table a snap.  Edge styles include: laminate, vinyl t-mold, maple and ply-

wood edgebanding  and solid wood edge. See our Price List for full shape 

and size offerings. The Kestrel Tables are 29" high. Also pictured, Wheatland 

Carrel with Kestrel leg. 
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Kestrel Child Collection
The Kestrel Collection features traditional lines and solid crafts-

manship—creating a surprisingly elegant youth seating option 

that can be playful and fun, too. Remarkable visual versatility. 

Optional upholstered seat pad is off ered.  Stools, benches and 

task versions are part of the Kestrel Collection. 
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Kestrel Child Collection
The Kestrel Table is a classic design with a North American solid maple leg 

that is squared and tapered.  Edge styles include: laminate, vinyl t-mold, ma-

ple and plywood edgebanding  and solid wood edge. See our Price List for 

full shape and size offerings. The Kestrel Tables are 20, 24" and 26" high. Also 

pictured is the Wheatland Carrel with Kestrel leg. 
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Breaking away from the corners of its sturdy legs, Vireo’s rounded shell 

reshapes the Kestrel collection’s classic elegance. Gentle strength and 

smooth contours emphasize the traditional beauty of solid wood grain 

throughout. Available with upholstered seat pad. 

Vireo Chair Vireo Child Chair
The Vireo Child Chair is available in 12", 14" and 16" seat height. 
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Lorca Collection
With its appealing contour, the Lorca chairs fit comfortably in 

contemporary or traditional design spaces. The wide array of 

wood and powder coat finish colors adds versatility.  

Available with numerous design pattern options from our 

Design Portfolio or custom.  
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Lorca Collection

Finn Collection

The Lorca Table is a colorful solution to tables. Its 2” diameter steel leg is available 

with red, blue, yellow, grey or black glides. Combine that with the numerous powder 

coat finishes, this table can make a statement in any setting. Edge styles include: 

laminate, vinyl t-mold, maple and plywood edgebanding  and solid wood edge. See 

our Price List for full shape and size offerings. The Lorca Table comes in 29” table 

height. Also pictured is the Wheatland Carrel with Lorca and Finn legs. 
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Lorca Child Collection
The Lorca Child Chair is a smart, sound choice for libraries. It’s stur-

dy and lightweight. Cut-outs seen to advantage on its round, friend-

ly form. Nylon glides in black, grey, red, yellow and blue. Finished in 

the wide array of TMC’s wood and powder coat options. Available 

with an upholstered seat pad and stacks 10 high. Stools, benches 

and task versions are part of the Lorca Collection.
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Lorca Child Collection

Finn Collection

The Lorca Table is a colorful solution to tables. Its 2” diameter steel leg is availa-

ble with red, blue, yellow, grey or black glides. Combine that with the numerous 

powder coat finishes, this table can make a statement in any setting. Edge styles 

include: laminate, vinyl t-mold, maple and plywood edgebanding  and solid wood 

edge. See our Price List for full shape and size offerings. The Lorca Child Tables 

come in 20”, 24” and 26” table heights. Also pictured is the Wheatland Carrel with 

Lorca and Finn legs. 
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Cody Child Chair
Cody is playful and fun.  Its wide stance metal base and colorful 

glides in black, grey, red, yellow and blue, are perfect for schools, 

libraries and healthcare. Available with an upholstered seat pad.  

Stacks 10 high.
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Frody Child Chair
Frody is versatile.  Its wide stance metal base and colorful glides 

in black, grey, red, yellow and blue, are perfect for schools, 

libraries and healthcare. Available with an upholstered seat pad. 

Stacks 10 high.
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Plover Collection
The organic shape of the Plover Chair offers an attractive seating 

solution.  Its wide stanced, curved plywood legs provide a support-

ive balance to the chair shell. Also available with an upholstered seat 

pad. Back design pattern options may be specified, please refer 

to our Cut-Out Design Portfolio. ImPrinted and Plover Square Back 

versions are part of the Plover Collection.
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Plover Collection
Plover Tables are very attractive and known for their iconic 1” thick curved plywood leg. 

A wide range of finish colors makes specifying this table a snap.  Edge styles include: 

laminate, vinyl t-mold, maple and plywood edgebanding  

and solid wood edge. See our Price List for full shape and size offerings.

The Plover Tables are 29” high. Also pictured is the Wheatland Carrel with Plover leg. 
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Plover Child Collection
The Plover Child Chair’s curved, wide shell back and deep leg stance give it a low 

center of gravity, making it stable for even the most active children.  Stacking 3 high, 

our Plover is available with an upholstered seat pad. Stool, Benches, Perimeter, Task, 

ImPrinted versions are part of the Plover Child Collection. 
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Plover Tables are very attractive and known for their iconic 1” thick curved 

plywood leg. A wide range of finish colors makes specifying this table a snap.  

Edge styles include: laminate, vinyl t-mold, maple and plywood edgebanding  

and solid wood edge. See our Price List for full shape and size offerings.

The Plover Child Tables come in 20”, 24” and 26” table heights. Also pic-

tured is the Wheatland Carrel with Plover leg. 

Plover Child Collection
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Lottie Chairs 
The Lottie Chair offers an attractive seating solution.  Its wide 

stanced, curved plywood legs provide a supportive balance to the 

chair shell. Also available with an upholstered seat pad. 
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Lottie + Dottie Child Chairs 
Dottie has a round back while Lottie has a squared back natural wood shell that is 

whimsical and playful, perfect for a variety of children’s spaces.  With beautiful bent 

plywood legs, these child chairs offer a timeless look. Stacks 3 high and is available with 

an upholstered seat pad. 
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Wyoming Collection
With its appealing contour, the Wyoming chairs fit comfortably in contem-

porary or traditional design spaces. The wide array of wood and powder 

coat finish colors adds versatility.  Available with numerous design pattern 

options from our Design Portfolio or custom. Coordinates with the Lorca or 

Finn Tables and Wheatland Carrel featured below.

Lorca Tables Finn Tables 
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Wyoming Child Collection
Wide in stance, strong and bold in style, the Wyoming Child chair 

makes an ideal children’s chair for any setting. Stacks 10 high. An 

impressive range of styling options, including both standard and 

custom cut-outs. Optional upholstered seat pad. Choose from 

colorful nylon glide colors in black, grey, red, yellow or blue. Task 

version is also available. 
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Stools + Benches 
Wood and Metal Bases
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Kestrel                                                  Lorca                                                           Lorca                                           Lorca Lilypad                                       Plover                                             Plover 

Kestrel                                                                                               Plover                                                                                                           Lorca                     

Museum Bench with upholstered seat                                                                                                                                      Museum Bench with wood seat    
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Soft Seating 

Lounge, Stools, Ottomans, Benches 
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For libraries tight on space or simply wanting a lighter scale lounge solution, the 

Plover Lounge and Eisenhower Lounge offer a smaller footprint without compro-

mising comfort. Both collections have a distinctive leg profile—the bent plywood 

leg on the Plover and turned and tapered solid wood leg on the Eisenhower.  Both 

occasional tables are available in side or coffee table versions.  

Smaller Lounge Solutions
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Depending on the color palette this versatile collection can move from a sophisti-

cated, muted appointed interior to a pop modern. Organic shapes define the lines 

of the Lounge, Benches, Stools and Tables. Inspired by nature and the beauty of 

Lakes and Puddle shape formations this collection is easy and comfortable. Per-

fect for adult or teen areas in a library.  

Lake Lounge + Puddle Stools Collection
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Lake Lounge + Puddle Stools Collection
The Puddles have numerous shapes to choose from. Group them to create pools of interesting shapes 

that can be easily moved about. Many seat height options provide opportunities for casual gatherings and 

multiple uses. Pair them with Lake Lounge or Lake Laptop Tables.
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Swivel Puddle
The Swivel Puddle offers a 360 degree turn about—breezy and fun. Pairs with our Lake + Puddle 

Collection to create a dynamic seating solution. Perfect for teen rooms or storytime. 
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The Marseilles Lounge Collection combines warm wood accents with a com-

fortable and capacious seat and back. The wood detail is rich and sophisticat-

ed. Available in a multitude of finish color options. The Marseilles Arm version 

provides strong arcs in solid maple. Supportive and beautifully proportioned. 

Coordinating side and coffee tables are part of this collection. 

Marseilles Lounge Collection
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The Marseilles Child Lounge is comfy and sophisticated. Its frame and legs are 

solid maple and sized just for children.

Marseilles Child Lounge Collection
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Vancouver 2 Lounge Collection
The Vancouver 2 Lounge Collection is offered with a gracefully turned wood leg for a 

beautiful mid-century seating option. Legs may be specified in one of our many wood 

finishes. Go with a classic wood look or bright pop of color. 
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Vancouver 2 Lounge Collection
The Vancouver 2 Lounge Collection is off ered with a squared metal leg for a classic modern seating 

option. The leg may be specified in a number of our powder coat options ranging from black, white, 

metallics to bold color. 
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CL Locking Casters SM Squared Metal WT Tapered solid 
maple legs

CB HPL or Wood 
Closed Base  

BR Brushed Aluminum WD Wood Dowel 

 

Whistler Lounge Collection: 6 Leg Styles

Casual and versatile, the Whistler Collection has a lot to offer. Six leg styles, wedges, settees, sofas, benches 

and ottomans make it an easy spec for large, open areas to smaller, intimate spaces. Arms may be added to 

lounge chair, settee or sofa models. Occasional Tables and tablet arms are part of this modular collection. 

Integrate power in the seating or tables for additional functionality.

Whistler Collection
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Pictured below shows the tapered wood leg and wood dowel leg versions. 

Top right is the Whistler Ottoman.

Whistler Collection
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Whistler Child Collection

CL Locking Casters SM Squared Metal WT Tapered solid 
maple legs

CB HPL or Wood 
Closed Base 

BR Brushed Aluminum WD Wood Dowel 

Whistler Child Lounge Collection: 6 Leg Styles

The Whistler Child Collection is versatile and built for adults too. Off ered in the same six leg 

styles as the adult. A perfect go-to lounge for libraries. 
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Whistler Child Collection
The Whistler Ottoman creates an inviting place to sit. The center divid-

er panel provides a comfortable space for separate groups to gather. 

The Leaf, Dolphin, Sea Star and Arbor Tree  pictured below are standard 

offerings. Custom is also an option. 
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Zetty Collection
Casual and intuitively hip! Low and easy to move about for quick collaborative group work or 

meetings in teen and adult areas in libraries, higher ed or corporate areas. High impact, great 

for small footprint layouts versus large lounge spaces. The low back provides various sitting 

options. Sit on the side, front or straddle. Zetty Cube Table top options include maple veneer, 

laminate, whiteboard laminate and ImPrinted chess board. Power options also available.
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Zetty Child Collection
Solid wood block feet and an exceptionally comfortable seat make the Zetty 

Collection an inviting addition for  libraries. Available in Round and Tapered Backs. 
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A nice treat for little tykes, the Little Barred Owl, Gary the Snail, Edwin the Dog and Squirrel perimeter 

stools mix perfectly with benches or plain cube stools to form colorful and practical seating 

configurations.

Zetty Perimeter Child Collection

How does your garden grow? The Zetty Garden Stools are the latest addition to 

our Zetty Collection.

Zetty Caterpillar 
Zetty Train

Zetty Train Large Engine
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Algonquin Collection
The Algonquin Lounge Collection is classic and speaks wood. This collection is comprised of chairs, set-

tees, sofas, benches and occasional tables. Side panels can be plain, slatted or adorned with selections 

from our Design Portfolio. Custom designs are also an option. A perfect solution for libraries.
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Skye 2 Chairs
Handsome, sharp and versatile, the Skye 2 chair has a broad, graceful 

wood back that is available with or without cut-out. The Skye 2 is a com-

fortable, substantial side or arm chair, perfect for libraries. 
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Column Base and Trestle Base Tables
Our Column Base Table is suitable for more traditional settings. Decorative cut-outs may 

be specified for additional textural embellishment. Classic and beautiful, the Trestle Base 

table creates a look of rich and lasting elegance. Side panel cut-outs or wood inlays from 

our Design Portfolio, or custom, may be specified. Table tops can be specified with laminate, 

linoleum, wood veneer. 
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Algonquin Occasional Tables

Algonquin Occasional Tables are pure classics. Crafted in beautiful wood this table can 

offer an eclectic look that would pair up nicely in modern or traditional lounge pieces.  Pic-

tured with slat style though other design patterns may be specified.

Algonquin Slatted Side Table

W 24"   D 24"   H 20"  

Algonquin Slatted SquareTable

W 24"   D 24"   H 16"  

Algonquin Slatted SquareTable

W 48"   D 24"   H 16"  

Drum Table 

Sculptural in shape and color the Drum Tables are versatile and fit comfortably in any setting. 

Available in a laminate or wood veneer sides and top.  Consider adding power for added func-

Drum Table - small

DIA 30"    OH 15"  

Drum Table - medium

DIA 36"    OH 15"  

Drum Table - large

DIA 42"    OH 15"  

Kestrel Occasional Tables 

Kestrel Occasional Tables are available in a few styles. Pictured is the taller Kestrel which is 

elegant and perfect for lounge areas for magazines or flowers. Also available are side and 

coffee table sizes and heights as well.

Kestrel Occasional Side Table

W 24"   D 24"   H 20"  W 24"   D 24"   H 34"  

Kestrel Occasional Side Table

Lake Drum Tables 

Lake Drum Tables are available in a few styles. Beautiful wood cylindrical base of maple or 

walnut veneer. Laminate bases may also be specified. Tops are organic in shape that pair 

nicely with the Lake and Puddle Collection. Tops may be specified with laminate or wood 

veneer.  Exposed plywood edge is standard. 

Lake Laptop Tables 

Lake Laptop Tables sleek in design but engineered for heavy-use applications. Available in 

two top styles. Small or medium and may be specified in laminate, maple or walnut veneer.  

Standard is exposed bottom chamfer edge.  

Lake Laptop Table - Small 
 W 18½"     D 16"    H 26½"  

Lake Laptop Table - Medium

Lake Drum Side Table 

W 24½"   D 16½"   SH 15¾"  or 20 ¾"
Lake Drum Coffee Table  

W 32"   D 28"   SH 14"  

Lake Drum Large Coffee Table 

W 44"   D 24"   SH 14"  

Eisenhower Occasional Tables 

Eisenhower Occasional Tables have 3 legs. Beautifully turned and tapered solid maple legs 

have rods that extend into the leg. Tops may be specified in laminate or maple or walnut 

veneer. 

Eisenhower Occasional SideTable 

DIA 36"    H 14.5"       DIA 42"    H 14.5"       

Plover Occasional Tables

Gracefully curved plywood legs define the look of the Plover Collection. Table tops may be 

specified in laminate or wood veneer with self edge, vinyl t-mold and plywood or maple 

edgeband Standard shape is round, though other shapes may be specified upon request. 

Plover Side Table Plover Coffee Table
DIA over-all  18¼"  DIA 14"   H 18"  DIA over-all  46¼"  DIA 42"   H 16"  

Occasional Tables

DIA 36"      H 20.25" W 30"      D 30"     H 20.25" 
Roxy Occasional Table - Round               Roxy Occasional Table - Square

Roxy Occasional Tables 

Sleek, modern profile available in round or square laminate tops with maple edgeband-

ing. Base is cast aluminum with bolted and welded construction and adjustable levelers. 
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Misc. Tables+
Workstations +Carrels
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Whiteboard Table
A mobile Whiteboard Table is perfect for children to draw, write stories or 

collaborate. Easy to move and lock in place. Center well provides a tidy 

place for markers. Available with colored laminate or maple veneer sides.
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Specialty Tables

Our Leaf Table, with its soft round corners, perfectly captures the or-

ganic shape of a falling leaf and our Flower Table equally as delight-

ful. Two laminate colors provide the sides of the leaf and an alterna-

tive to a monochromatic table surface. Lorca, Plover and Kestrel leg 

options are available in 20", 24" and 26" heights, allowing this piece 

to integrate perfectly into any setting. 

Working Habitat Table  — STEM

Create a little science lab in a library with our 

wood troughs for rulers, magnifying glasses and 

specimens. Add a microscope. Available in 2 or 

3 person stations, although more stations are 

available upon request. Leg styles include: Lorca, 

Flick, Plover (pictured) or Kestrel. 
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Specialty Tables
Inspire those inquisitive minds with these multi-functional tables, offering hours of 

fun and discovery. The Alphabet Table is great for tracing and learning phonetics, 

while the Animal World Table  teaches about the world and its creatures. 
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A sleek, modern profile with flip-top functionality.  The single handle allows one person to 

release flipping mechanisms. Easy, durable and attractive. Available in silver or black pow-

der coat or polished chrome legs with 2" locking casters. Tops are available in laminate. 

Edge styles include: laminate, vinyl t-mold, maple and plywood edgebanding and solid 

wood. Roxy Flip-Top Table may be ganged with a steel ganging device. Integrated power 

options and steel modesty panels are available. The Roxy Flip-Top Table is 29" high.

Roxy Flip and Nest Table
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The Teraine offers a modern work space for collaborative or independent work. Available in multiple 

configurations with components for power, information technology and storage. The Teraine allows for 

constant flexibility and thoughtful functionality. Top surface options include wood or laminate. Please refer 

to the Teraine Price List for a complete listing of sizes, options and accessories, 

Teraine Table
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Teraine Child Table
The Teraine offers a modern work space for collaborative or independent work for children. Work surface 

height is 26". For other heights, please contact customer service. 
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Carrels for adults and kids 
We offer many study carrel option with varying looks and aesthetic. 

Arcadia Carrel                                                                     Arcadia Child Carrel

Pilston Classic Carrel                                                                     Pilston Carrel
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Wheatland Carrels for adult and kids
Coordinates with our chair leg styles. 

Wheatland Carrel - Algonquin                                    Wheatland Carrel - Eisenhower                                                                        Wheatland Carrel - Flick                                                                 Wheatland Carrel - Kestrel                                                               

Wheatland Carrel - Lorca                                                                           Wheatland Carrel - Finn                                                                                             Wheatland Carrel - Plover                                                                
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        Sailboat                                                                                         Trees                                                       

Our Perimeter Quad Carrels add a whimsical touch to the children’s area in a library. Bring a 

sense of storybook wonder to the interior space. Sit with Rover, or under a tree while on the 

computer or reading a book. Available with wire manager.   

Perimeter Quad Carrels 

 Rover                                                                      Turtle with Birds                
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Display
We off er many display options for adult, teen and children’s areas. 

Pictured here a few, clockwise: Leaf Sprout Display, Whale Browser,

Display Tower, Octagon Display, Custom Tiered Book Display and Mobile Display.  
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Book Bins 
Our Book Bins for children blend the function of easy access storage with display.  

Book Bins no longer need to be purely functional.  Add zest and imagery to the old 

standby. Numerous sizes, single or double-faced. Easily adaptable for various media 

storage; optional casters for mobility. Pictured left to right: Linear, Arc, Peak and 

Perimeter Book Bins.

Little Book Truck
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Our high quality cantilevered wood shelving comes in standard 

sizes, however can be made to suit spatial, structural and aesthetic 

needs too. Options include stand-alone bookcases, built-in shelv-

ing, slanted shelves with book-stop edges and starter-adder config-

urations. From a simple to more complex interiors these bookcases 

are well-built. Design patterns on the sides or perimeter toppers 

may specified adding to this versatile line. 

Bookcases
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Pictured above modified Forest in the Arboretum 

Series incorporating acrylic. 

Shelving End Panels
TMC offers designers many exciting design options in shelving end panels, 

whether completely custom — an architectural motif pulled from a feature 

in the library — or cut-outs selected from TMC’s Design Portfolio.  Colorful 

layering can be created using any laminate or wood finish inside the cut-

out, along with a selection from our rich palette of wood finishes.  
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Service Desks
We off er many standard service desks options as shown below as well as 

custom. For a complete listing of styles and sizes please see the Service 

Desk Brochure and Price List. 
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